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Friends of the Jesus-Revelation through the writing-servant and writing-prophet Jakob Lorber feel
connected to all the people of the world as creatures and children of one and the same Father. This
heavenly Father embodied Himself in Jesus Christ 2,000 years ago [25-28 AD.] All spirit-friends of
the Jesus-Revelation recognize in this eternal Revelation a new and great Word of God and strive to
come to a mutual joyful exchange.

INTROSPECTION – SELF-EXAMINATION

- We wish you a blissful enjoyment in reading-
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Bernadette from the Netherlands
Hello Gerard,
I just read this bulletin, and everything I read I already "felt" in my whole being .... This virus that is
now all over the world, has something to say to us. In other words, the Lord has something to say
to us, and it is clear that it is a "reprimand", a clear lesson: self-reflection for everyone ....,
I wish everyone a lot of wisdom in this, it will not be an easy time.
Sincerely, Bernadette

Answer:
Bernadette,
Thank you very much for your “attuned” words. I suspect that several readers think this too!
Gerard

Mari from Italy
"O tempora, o mores!"
(Cicero, 106 - 43 BC)
What humanity can do to avoid bad consequences
From the book “Kreuz und Krone” (Kross and crown, Lorber Verlag) a word of God by Antonie
Großoheim in 1863:
... Where is now a serious adherence to my teaching, which is so simple and so beneficial for the
well being of the soul? Few of all my children still halfway follow my will. The rest of them are
either too much knitted by self-conceit or surrounded by too many world worries to care much
about my word. That is why My divine teaching has almost only turned into a traditional used and
sin has gained the upper hand over people.
It is therefore high time to put My children back on the right path with all seriousness.
Unfortunately, this alone is no longer possible by mild means, but only with the strictness of the
court. Because the proverb also says: If you don't want to hear, you have to feel! ”And so, in order
not to let the peoples sink completely into their immeasurable delusion into eternal death, I have to
let a serious punishment break in on them.

I always warned every human being in particular, as well as entire races in general, by sending
illnesses, failing in their worldly speculations, by wars, inflation and the like. I let and allow people
to do themselves the greatest harm to each other through their attachment. And yet all of this is
mostly free! People always look for the cause of all these evils elsewhere than in themselves and,
in their soundness, attribute the blame to Me, as your kind and long-suffering God.
O you blinded human race! How long should I watch your great goings-on ?! Do you think in your
delusion that you could defy Me, your Lord and God ?! - Woe to you, you will raise your hands for
help in vain ! When the time of grace is over, I will close my ear to your cries and be deaf to your
request! Because you know it's not enough to call,Lord!,Lord! And that it is important to always
walk fairly on My paths, if you want to be a part of My Grace.
.....
The time will soon come when some will even achieve paradise because it is permitted by me that
people can do everything in their free will. Even the evil spirits are given freedom before the great
time of My judgment begins (although of course My good angels are also given the task of
protecting My children and protecting them from the pitfalls of Satan!) Then the word will come
fulfill: "There will come a time when, if it were permitted, even the pious would fall away."
What time will that be, you will ask !? And I tell you, it is a time of arrogance, courage, avarice, and
fornication of all kinds, which now seizes all peoples and pulls deeper and deeper into their vice,
from which there can be no hope without My help .
With my sixth word pronounced on the cross: "Father, I recommend my spirit in your hands!" I
wanted to give the example of all human children that the soul has to move back to its original
source and that man should arrange his life and actions in such a way that at the end of his earthly
life, he can joyfully hand over his soul to his heavenly Father.
.....
You human children! As my first and last word, I tell you again in full earnestness of my love:
Repent! - Return to your Lord and God in word and deed. - Let go of your usury and remember
your poor brothers who are begging you for mercy in vain! - Think of the widows and orphans! And
speak right to the unvoiceless!
Because it is written: "With what measures you measure, with which you will be measured again!"
- Take as a warning past genders! As long as they stayed true to God, they were great and happy;
but when they began to rely on themselves, God let the nations sink and whole empires were
destroyed from the earth.

Manuela from Portugal
Dear Brother Gerard,
Greetings for our church to yours, wishing the blessings from the Almighty to you and our kindred
brothers and sisters over the world, who accept the Jacob Lorber's writings inspired by the Lord.
Following God's command that we must share everything among His people for His Glory, I am
taking the liberty of sending you some important revelations that we have been receiving from
the High through our prophets for over a decade, and faithfully registered and kept by our dear
brother and Pr. Egídio.
You know that we are a very humble and tiny little church in number, but abundant in the gifts of
the Spirit.
And being so, I'm attaching some pertinent ones. One of them, of 2010, refers precisely to Corona
Virus that has been having a tragic impact on so many lives, families, and in our common future.
Such revelations are of such importance and na alert for the present times, that we must consider
it's spread of the utmost importance, recognizing that in fact, God does nothing without informing
His children first through the prophets. Hoping that such statements confirm His promise that He
will never leave us alone, our hearts are with all who lost their relatives and friends.

We warmly greet you in the love and peace of Jesus Christ.
Manuela
(From Portugal)

Church of Bethany,Portugal, 14 th of April 2020.
Revelations of the book “The New Temple” (2010)(Revelations given to Brother
Américo)
Soon I will send my virus to Earth that will kill the virus that exists in it, and my virus
will cure the Earth virus. (The virus sent / allowed by the Lord is this pandemic.)
Earth virus is the total environmental degradation caused by humans. Soon you will
write this prophecy and it will be sent to Earth as the first warning to the world. (The
Lord told us on 3/19/2020 that this pandemic was the demarcation of time:
This moment will be registered in you as the beginning of everything to come. I also tell you that
anyone who cheats the virus that I will send to Earth, such a person will die.
And from heaven will come the all-healing and all-encompassing power. I keep the good in
everything that moves and in the most nefarious heart, when I feel a touch of love, I suppress it to
set it free and purify it. Salvation is the way, and the way is with purification of body and soul.
The spirit must be exalted and worthy in each of you. My children will remain with their feet in the
water to have the revelation of future times. The others will have darkened the body, and the evil
will be exudate from useless bodies that will suffer and die. These cases will remain materially
without salvation.
For those who are mine, we will have resurrection and eternal life. May this moment be registered
in you as the beginning of everything to come. This disease will free the world, the land of the
children of God, from man's evil.
You will only see the air purification and the water cleaning with only this stop of the months. But
the fear of the money, that the human will follow. The picture falters because it will fall soon [*].
Paradigm of life. Life is me and nothing else. Turn to me. My children will feel the call. Those who
come are saved. Those who doubt die.
There is no time to whine. It is the time of salvation,the time of redemption,the time of prayer. In
every house I will enter and build walls, according to the hearts and rhythm of your prayer. I do not
want useless requests, but praise and genuine groans of love for Me. I want gratitude, I want
forgiveness in your heart for everyone, physically and spiritual charity.
===================================================

============

Where is the residence of God, the Lord?
The Bible gives us here and there direct and indirect information about the residence in the
infinite space of Jesus, the Lord. At the birth of Jesus the Bible emphasizes: "From the tribe of

Judah": "and Judah is a lion cub, you have ascended from the prey, my son.Like a lion as an
old lion, he crouches and lies down, like a lioness--who dares to rouse him? "[ Genesis 49: 9]And one of the elders said to me," Don't weep; behold, the Lion that is of the tribe of Judah,
the Root of David, has overcome to open the book, and to break open his seven seals. "
[Revelation 5: 5] - "And He called with a loud voice, like the roaring of a lion; and when He had
called, the seven thunders spoke their voices. " [Revelation 10: 3]
In this context, we can include the works of Jakob Lorber, when it comes to the astronomical
zodiac sign "Leo." This represents strength and prestige in the animal world and the Bible
testifies to this.
In the area of the constellation of Orion, Leo and of the constellation of the Big Dog there are
solar worlds of such great glory and such immeasurable splendor that you would perish at the
shortest sight. [The Spiritual Sun, chap. 14: 4]
- [Note: OR = LIGHT {son of fire} - ORI = hunter.

To the east is Regulus, the main star, which is in the eastern constellation Leo.
To the south, high above the southern horizon, the winter constellation Orion
shines with its striking hourglass shape. Sirius can be seen in the Big Dog - the
brightest star in the sky.
Jesus says here: "But because you have also already mentioned a lion here, I point out to you
that there is also a constellation on the firmament under the name" The Big Lion ". [Gifts of
Heaven Part 2]

This zodiac sign is the utterly light and almost incalculable greatest space of all creation,
destined to serve as one of the most blissful dwellings for those who endure in love, selfdenial, humility, and patience to the end of their lives and as a lion courageously fought
with the whole world for the sake of My love and My name.

This celestial body is the greatest and most beautiful of all infinity. - It is a
central sun of all intermediate suns.
O children! Compared to this Sun, your Sun is just a very dark matter, spiritual and material! For
listen,

I myself am essentially at home there ,

although in My love,

compassion and grace, I am also everywhere and mainly on Earth with those who love Me
wholeheartedly and therefore love to keep My simple commandments.
So be really pious, My little children! Then you will all come to Me someday, where I will
constantly live!
You cannot yet understand what the words you have given mean further. - Be really faithful,
then very soon other stars, other Suns will rise for you in the firmament of your inner life. [Gifts of
Heaven, Part 2, pp. 272: 8-13 - February 6, 1842]…

.. John, My faithful angel from the spheres of light! As you once had to turn the Suns
according to My order, you will soon prepare the hearts of My children, for Me and fight
courageously like a lion against all hells. [Gifts of Heaven, Part 3, pp. 22-23 June 1840]

“For behold, of all who were and are still to be born, no one greater than you has ever been
sent to Earth by Me; for I have raised up all the fathers and prophets in the holy land from the
love spheres of the little angels. But you have come to little Israel - a prince of angels, shining
by the name of

Michael!

[Gifts of Heaven, Part 3, Pages 23 - June 23, 1840]

"But behold, who will ever count as little in My kingdom will be greater than you as an
incomparably great prince! And do you want to be as big as the smallest children here? Should
you also be born new from Me as they are; for behold, from now on, every angel here on Earth,
like Me, the Creator will have to endure the defects of man. [GH, Part 3, Pages 23 - June 23, 1840]
In the Youth of Jesus, Mary is talking with Her Child Jesus in Egypt about Herod: So the Child
spoke again to Mary, this time with a very serious look in His eyes, as follows: 'That mighty
Lion of Judah I am, I carry you on My back. How could you be afraid of whom I can blow
away with my breath like chaff ?! Do you think that I have fled from Herod to protect Me from
his anger? No; I only fled to spare him. Had he come under My eyes, it would have been
finished with him! And the little children who were strangled in Mine's behalf are more than
happy in My Kingdom! They are around Me every day. They already recognize Me as their Lord
for all eternity! [* Note: Herod's Infanticide!] Source: The Youth of Jesus, chap. 72:17 ff.]
The Franziskaner Miklosch is conversing with a stranger about the person of Jesus Christ as
Lord: "Completely elated with the stranger's words, Miklosch says:" O dear friend, since you
seem to know the Lord Jesus Christ well, because otherwise you would not be able to speak of
Him with such confidence, please give us a brief description of Him and point us to just
about the area where He prefers to stay with His blessed friends.
"The stranger [that is Jesus] says: "Dear friends, as to the first question, I must tell you that it is
precisely Myself that bears the greatest resemblance to Him. Personally He looks just
like Me. His voice is also like Mine. Truly, whoever sees Me really sees the perfect image
of Jesus the Lord! So you really have to look closely at Me and you already see as much
as Jesus Himself, in terms of His appearance.
As for the 'true', however, the answer is a bit more difficult, although after all everything comes
down to the same thing. Typically He dwells in the Eternal East, and from an earthly,
natural point of view, near the constellation "Leo," in the corresponding spiritual central
Sun, which encompasses the natural central sun called
Have you understood Me well? "

Regulus, as well as all infinity.

The stranger says, "Yes, my dear Bathianyi, look, that's the way it is here. Here it does not have
to be clear to everyone at once. Do you not see how this environment does not want to
become clear of mist in one go? It is the same with many an answer. A complete answer
makes the mind slow because it has nothing more to ask. However, if the answer is
somewhat obscure, the mind becomes extremely diligent in order to gain more clarity about it.
Look, you have raised no further objections about the appearance of Jesus. "... [Heaven and Hell,
part 1 - chap.140: 1-3,5] - Jakob Lorber]

[GGJ.03_101,08] Who discovered first the zodiac and gave the twelve signs their names? Why
did they receive exactly these names that we know, and why no others of a particular type and
the sort? What has a lion to do with a virgin, a crab with the twins, a scorpion with a Libra, a
Capricorn with an archer? How does a taurus and a ram get into the firmament, how an
Aquarius with the fish?

[GGJ.03_101,09] It is very strange that in the animal world there are also four human
images and the image of an object. If you can give me some reason for this you will make me
very connected to you!”
[1] (Mathael:) “Listen then! After the crab we see the lion in the great zodiac. How does this wild
beast then come among the signs of the sky? Likewise, just as natural as everything else that
we have got to know up to now! [and further] Because the sun was just under a constellation that,
like the Taurus, represents something with its stars, namely roughly the shape of a furious lion,
the ancients called this star the 'Lion', and in Egypt this time, was also called the 'Lion' (LEOW
A), LE = the evil one or the descendant of the evil one, as opposed to EL = the good or the son
of the good, O = God's sun, WA, or also W AI = flight. LE OW AI means: The evil flight for the
sun. [GGJ.03_104,01]

ORION - LION, URKA - SIRIUS: THE GRACE OF LIGHT
Our Philopold said continuously: “Yes, great is the Lord, the Lion of Judah, and full
of glory is His name. [GGJ9-114:23]
Then we walked outside and saw the red, big star in the east at once, which was now standing
already higher above the horizon, by which the red color had greatly changed, although the light
was exceptionally strong. [GGJ9-139:14]
Now I asked all those who were present and also looked at the star with somewhat anxious eyes:
“Now, what do you think about this star? Do you know it or do you not know it? For you, My
disciple Andreas, this star should truly not be strange because you are an astronomer.” [GGJ9-139:15]
Andreas said: “Truly, Lord and Master, the constellation wherein it stands I do know, it is the
Lion, as this constellation is already called traditionally, but the star I do not know. The
color looks like that of the planet Mars, as it is called by the gentiles, but the size does not
correspond to the named planet.” [GGJ9-139:16]
I said: “And still, it is the planet that you just named. That it looks much bigger this year than usual
is because it is now positioned closest to the Earth…[GGJ9-139:17]
Look, as already said, this planet is now located the closest to the Earth, and also to the sun, for
the reasons that have been explained to you. And for this reason it looks quite bigger than when it
is located far from the Earth, like every object that is closer by will also express and show itself to
be bigger than from a greater distance. –[GGJ9-139:18]
The miracle he has done now reminds me strongly of the meaningful word of a prophet who said
the following in the spirit of Jehovah: "If the great Hero, the Lion of Judah, the King of the
kings, the Lord of all hosts will come into this world ... [GGJ10-143: 17]
… "For behold, trillions of suns, all moons, earths and comets are associated with millions, they
surround you so that each of them could rule as a universe in your sphere, ..." - "But that you
sanctify your Urka would not like to find, ... '[The great time of the ages - 1-40 and 1-72 - Pathiel]
[Earth-53: 18]: It is true that, for example, mainly on the known power plant sun Urka, human
beings existed before the earth was separated from its sun. But these human beings also
have a different life span than the people of this earth. For if such an Urka man is only ten Urka

years old, then he is already older than this whole earth, from which it is however very easy to
understand that the firstborn of this heavenly body are still very well up to this moment (1847 ) can
live and others who are born now will live as long as this earth will exist. It is therefore not difficult
to see that that time was long enough for all angels besides Myself to go through the way of the
flesh, so that they have long taken as My children from the great abundance of their lives to give to
the children to implant life from other celestial bodies.
Now it is clear to everyone who has a spirit and light, that first of all, the soul is divisible and
therefore also in particular the primal soul of the first created primal spirit. Second, we have
also recognized that it is this very earth that is part of the primordial soul, which is still inhabited
only by the primordial spirit. After this, now that we know this, we will look at the division of souls
and see how countless new souls are constantly being taken from this one soul. [Earth-53: 19.20]

[GEJ.04_254,04]: You, Mathael, know the zodiac of the old Egyptians, and Regulus in the Great
Lion you know quite well! What is it to your eye? A gleaming little dot, but nevertheless there
where it is, it is still such a large sun world body, that a lightening flash, which travels in four
moments a distance of 400,000 country lanes will, according to you, Mathael, well-known old
Arabic grouping of numbers, take more than one trillion of earth years, to travel the distance from
its north pole to its south pole!
Its actual name is Urka, better Ouriza (the first or the beginning of creation of aeon times aeons
of suns in a nearly endless wide enwrapped globe of creation (or shell-globe or perhaps one
universe, the translator)); it is the soul or the central point of gravity of a shell-globe, which actually
forms only a single nerve in the lgreat human form of the created worlds, of which this imaginary
great man [cosmic man] has as much as the sand and grass of all the earth, but yet this large
cosmic man actually forms only constitutes one creative period from its beginning to the spiritual
completion.
[GGJ.04_254,05]: Such an Urka and even more a whole shell-globe are already quite respectable
large things, and still unspeakably larger is such a large cosmic man! But what is he compared to
the everlasting, infinite space? As much as nothing! Since everything necessarily limited, even if
for your concepts still so endlessly large, is in relation to infinite space as much as nothing, since it
cannot ever form any calculable relationship to the infinite space.
There is already a star in the east that will interrupt Orion's orbit, and the Big Dog's fire will
consume them all; and I will swing stars from heaven on earth in great quantities, so that
all evil ones perish and My light shines everywhere. I, Jehovah, Eternal God, as a final
warning to the truthful and faithful. Amen. [Household of God, chapter 1:12, 13]
Likewise, the different stars in the sky, at least apparently, are constantly changing places. Can
you say, however, whether the Orion rises or if it is south or better at night against the sky?
[Bible Verses, Chapter 15: 4]

What is the East here, what the star, what the Orion, what the fire and what the Big Dog?
Who are they who will consume the fire of the Big Dog? - The "East" is the inner, living
word and through that word the true understanding of the Scriptures of both the Old and
the New Covenant. The "star" is the love light in this word itself. The "Orion" is the love of
God. [Gifts of Heaven, Part 2, pp. 327 :4,ff- received on 25 July 1842]

"The fire of the Big Dog" means, the great fidelity of this love, because the dog is a sign of fidelity.
The ones who will “consume the fire” or shame them are the worldly people. The love light of the
New Word will prepare the way for divine love. And the faithfulness of this love will shame all
evildoers, all unbelievers and lukewarm people. Because the East is free and the star of love is
already high! That is what the great "Orion" says through His "Big Dog" ... [Gifts of Heaven , 2: 327: 4, ff
- received on July 25, 1842]

In the spiritual world, Robert Blum looks at the infinite space, at the stars and under the guidance
of the Lord and says: “I immediately recognized the Pleiades and the Orion and the Big Dog.
The Milky Way was also clearly visible, but not as a shining nebula, but more as a broad strip
full of brilliant constellations ... [Heaven and Hell, part 2 - chap. 295: 2]
However, the large, infinite space between the celestial bodies is not empty. There I saw
spirits floating back and forth at great speed, some of which came very close to me and greeted
me warmly ... [Heaven and Hell, part 2 - chap. 295: 3]
In the following, the Lord Jesus speaks with Mayerhofer about the infinite world bodies, the Milky
Way, the enormous stars and the Pleiades:
Orion, Sirius and the Pleiades (1) (December 12, 1875) Secrets of creation.
A few days ago, when you were about to close the windows of your room in the late hours of the
night, you were looking at the constellation known to you as "Orion", next to which, at a short
distance, Sirius cast his bright light towards you and on the other side the so-called "Seven
Sisters" or "Pleiades". [SC, chapter.26:1]
So much I only tell you that these stars, which for you form the constellation of Orion, are of
immense size, and that a mass of other worlds move around each of these stars; and that Sirius,
as the next fixed star for you, is the very sun around which your whole solar system must orbit,
that - while your sun has hundreds of thousands of miles in diameter - the diameter of Sirius must
be measured by millions of miles. [SC, chapter.26:8]
From this you can reasonably conclude that everything on these worlds must be arranged in such
a way that the necessary relationship between the animal and plant world also requires human
creatures that go beyond your conception. [SC, chapter.26:9]
By the way I have to note that Sirius, as you call him, is far closer to you than Orion, millions
of miles away from him, and the Pleiades, a complex of stars of more than five hundred
suns, even further behind him in his glory. [SC, chapter.26:10]
I will not even speak of the great "nebula in Orion", for it is just a magnificent globe of shells which
only sends its glorious light to you after many thousands of years (that is, as long as the light
takes) in the night darkness between the stars of Orion! [SC, chapter.26:11]
See, in this constellation of Orion alone stands before you a small piece of My

creation, of which the first star, Sirius, is in closest interaction with your solar
system and thus with yourselves. [SC, chapter.26:12]
The Orion, seemingly standing behind him, shows you in regular lines a constellation, which is
also connected by mutual attraction at immense distance and always shows you the same picture,
and then the Pleiades, a small shell globe in another large one leads you even further distances,

and finally the nebula in Orion reminds you of distances, where your numerical calculation already
has no more digits to express it in an approximate way! [SC, chapter.26:13]

And do you perhaps believe that where this nebula turns into star complexes,
already the end of My creation is? Not at all! Far behind it worlds float in free space,
whose light has not yet been able to penetrate your eyes since the creation of the earth; and even
if it happens, they will hardly be visible to the inhabitants of the earth with the sharpest telescopes.
[SC, chapter.26:14]

The boundary of My material creation is still far from being set there, it goes on and on, from
nebula to nebula, forming, perfecting, dissolving. [SC, chapter.26:.15]
There in those spaces, even your measure of time is no longer possible, for what is your year!
Moses already told you, "with Me, be a thousand years as with you only one day", and I add even these thousand years are still too small for a calendar of My creation! [SC, chapter.26:16]
So you often thought when these stars stood on the horizon again every winter, and almost
seventy years had to pass before you could understand and grasp what I indicated to you when I
said: "in My Father's House are many dwellings!” [SC, chapter.26:20]
You have seen and understood from everything that beside this host of worlds there is a great
mighty Creator who, loving as Father beside these great creations, does not forget even the
smallest beings and in great as in small is always the same that love is His main characteristic,
that love is the reason why He created such worlds, that love is the factor that pushes all material
to the spiritual, that love can only be regarded as life when the smallest being follows the same
instincts that moved the Creator to create the whole world! [SC, chapter.26:23]
The cold calculating mind may measure the distances of the world a hundred times, as far as its
instruments and its science of calculation allow, and still discover orbiting planets, which all obey
only one law; but not a single thought of love will warm his heart, he will be amazed at the worlds,
their distances; but with admiration and reverence only the loving heart sinks down, which
recognizes, how in the midst of all matter, in the midst of all luminous worlds and suns only the ray
of love can be warming! [SC, chapter.26:24]

What is all your astronomy? A cold enumeration of the stars, their orbits, and at most their
different light alone all this does not give you the key to My creation: If you discover laws, do not
forget the legislator, He can only make what he has created worthwhile for you! ….
[SC, chapter.26:25-27]

O poor human race! how will you fare in the other world? if you do not fit into them and cannot go
back into them! Alone so it is, they are free, and so they shall enjoy what they have created for
themselves. [SC, chapter.26:40-41]
He who wants to be an animal, let him remain an animal; and he who wants to become a spirit,
let him become so and experience already in earthly life, in individual moments, that the visible
world is something completely different than it seems; and that above it and in the midst of it there
is still a spiritual kingdom, which has no end and no beginning and where in the center of all
created, I as father, as personified love meet all with love and let them feel it often themselves in
earthly life, which will find its full expression in the spirit realm. [SC, chapter.26:42]
O corrupt human race, what bitter experiences will you prepare for yourself! My eye foresaw it
long ago, but I cannot stop it; and so I have to be content with the few who, although only after

hard trials, want to listen to My voice and not so thoughtlessly walk away, because the time of
wandering is short and the goal is far away! [SC, chapter.26:49]
In the last word I led you out into those distant places from where after millennia only a ray of light
comes to you, showed you in a constellation a small piece of My infinite creation, showed you the
great world suns which, gathered together in nebulae form there a kingdom of brilliance
and colorful splendor, of which no human can imagine, nor will ever bring about a firm
image of it.
I told you how many wonders I have placed in space only to prepare blessings for the spirits who
love Me and know Me, which they are to receive and enjoy after victory as a suitable reward for
their struggle and sorrowful life. [SC, chapter.27:1-2]
The numbers are not sufficient to measure My worlds and their distances, the words cannot
describe all the beauties of these creations, and no human spirit, neither here nor there, will ever
get a perfect overview of My whole material and spiritual kingdom. (starcreatures)
One (world) expands infinitely - but the second is even more infinite; for if the material
appears partly limited by space, the expansion of the spirit realm is an unlimited one, because
exactly those people dying from all worlds existing up to now fill a spirit-kingdom, where
next to them a myriad of other spirits rejoice in their existence, who have never been clothed in a
material shell before.
There, however, other laws prevail and everything enlivens a different order that does not
recognize time and space as a measure, but where, in addition to eternal existence itself,
everything surrounding it carries the Temple of Infinity to an even greater degree. [SC, chapter.27:7-9]
The so-called sidereal influence of the outside world (the immasurable universe) on your physical and
spiritual life you all cannot comprehend, nor make it clear to you that it is is too gentle and nondestructive.
But they are there, these influences, and they work continually, this I can assure you,
although you do not feel them and your scholars deny them. There must be such an interaction,
otherwise nothing uniform could be represented! [SC, chapter.27:14,15]
What you can see here every day in the material world, the same goes on in the spirit world
as well. The spiritual connection, the rapid flight of thought also produces the same result
as the light in material creation. [SC, chapter.27:19,20]
The thought enlivens like the power of life that is sheltered in the light. But just as light
only begins to act and becomes visible when it reflects back on a solid object, so too the
thought is only noticeable when it condenses into form, makes itself audible to others in
words. [SC, chapter.27:24]
Soon will come the time when from one end of creation to the other the light-thought of love will be
understood and exercised! [SC, chapter.27:28]
Behold, My children, the whole immeasurable ether is a dark space in which the cosmic
forces act alone. [SC, chapter.28:4]
Now, in the midst of this great ether space, where there is no below or above, no right or left is
conceivable, in this dark space, like drops of oil floating on the water without gravity, the great

worlds and suns together with all planets and comets orbiting them –are attracted or repelled by
each other - held in long, elliptical or almost circular orbits. [SC, chapter.28:6]
Thus the black color is not a color because the object has absorbed all the colors, and
"white" is not a color either, because the object that appears white to you completely lacks
the gift of absorption and reflects all the rays of light that fall back on it without
decomposing them to its needs. [SC, chapter.28:21] [Note: therefore also the saying about 'black and white
thinking' - so in contrast!]

My worlds are dwellings of creatures which I created out of love, received out of love, educated
and perfected until they too have all learned to recognize, understand and love Him out of the
struggle with matter as pure spiritual children of their great Father and Creator. [SC, chapter.28:33]
Oh, My creation is great, but it is also glorious and sublime, full of bliss and spiritual
pleasures, whereby your earth, like a desert wasteland, could only endure the weakest
comparison.
But why I have chosen this very small earth for My greatest deed, why you are preferred over
many others to one day become My true children after trouble and struggle, that has another,
great, spiritual purpose, which I have already discussed with you elsewhere before and now do not
want to repeat here now!
I was moved to this step by the spiritual diffusion of light, and therefore I began where it was the
darkest and unfortunately still is; while in those other worlds, men revel in bliss, know nothing of
struggle or sorrow, but also therefore have no merit. They progress slowly and will also have to go
through longer phases of education, until they come to where you now - led by My hand, could
already be! [SC, chapter.28:36-38]
So here again you have a word, a word of My miracles, to show you that even if you have to be
astonished by the greatness of My world, you should not shy away from the Creator, who only
wants to be a Father, but may have firm confidence that He just as a Father on earth does not
want to give you anything but joys and indeed joys without end! Amen. [SC, chapter.28:69]
Therefore also heed this word! In the beginning it was only addressed to My scribe alone; but
everything I say is and must become common property. And so may this gaze of one open the
eyes of many, so that they may all recognize what is at their command (if they only seriously want
to), in order to prepare for themselves already in this trial life pleasures, which will only find the
true interpretation in that life where time is a different measure, the measure of eternity, infinite
spirits can also offer infinite joys! Amen. [SC, chapter.26:50]

=========================================================

====

==

When Jesus was about 31 years old, He said the following about mankind in a somewhat
distant future through His writing servant Jakob Lorber (1800-1864): "Tribulation will come
among humans like never before on Earth! Until then, they will spend a thousand and no
more than a thousand years! But from that time on Earth will become a paradise again and I
will always lead My children back on the right path. (The Great Gospel of John)
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